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Summary
Highly accomplished Full Stack Developer with an impressive track record of driving success in startup
environments. Throughout my career, I have consistently delivered exceptional results and contributed to
significant achievements. At one notable company, the product I developed played a pivotal role in catapulting
revenue growth by an astounding factor of ten. Moreover, I played a critical role as a key team member at another
company, securing seed funding and receiving prestigious recognition as the industry leader.
 
With over four years of hands-on experience in Typescript, Javascript, React Native, Node.js, React, SQL,
and NoSQL databases, I possess a meticulous attention to detail and an unwavering commitment to delivering
unparalleled user experiences. I thrive in fast-paced, deadline-driven environments and have repeatedly
demonstrated my ability to take ownership of projects, leading them to resounding success.
 
I am genuinely enthusiastic about embracing new challenges and leveraging my expertise to propel your
organization to new heights. Together, we can achieve remarkable accomplishments and pave the way for your
organization's future growth.

Experience
Software Developer (part time)
Tomation Solutions
Jan 2023 - Present (6 months)
■ Reduced the estimated first release time by 2 months through my contributions to the integration of
the first version of the application.
■ Designed, documented and created the database architecture, enabling the team to build and
maintain the database efficiently.
■ Currently working on the integration of an app with over 25 screens, ensuring seamless functionality
and exceptional user experience.

Software Engineer
Rico Africa
Jan 2022 - Dec 2022 (1 year)
■ Spearheaded the development of the MVP, writing the initial line of code and documentation, resulting
in the launch of the product 3 months ahead of schedule.
■ Mentored and trained 5 junior developers, resulting in a highly skilled and productive team that was
able to complete the project under budget and ahead of schedule.
■ Implemented CI/CD pipelines, reducing the time to deploy code by 50%, improving the speed and
efficiency of the development process and resulting in an increase in productivity by 40%.

Software Developer
Yoris Africa
May 2020 - Nov 2021 (1 year 7 months)
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■ Redesigned the existing Web and mobile applications infrastructure, resulting in a 40% improving
application performance and a 25% reduction in monthly AWS costs.
■ Led collaboration with the cybersecurity team to improve website security, resulting in a 60%decrease
in the number of security incidents reported.
■ Established a culture of technical excellence within the team, resulting in the successful
implementation of multiple technical projects and increased employee engagement. Within the first
4months, the team became more tech-oriented, resulting in a 25% increase in productivity and a
20%improvement in time efficiency.

Frontend Developer
Side Hustle
Feb 2019 - Apr 2020 (1 year 3 months)
■ Spearheaded the development and successful launch of the Web product, building the initial
webapplication and internal infrastructure from scratch.
■ Developed a scalable website that facilitated over 1000 partners and 1000+ bookings per month.
■ Played a key role in the company's growth, contributing to the ownership of over 100 cars
andfacilitating over 1000 monthly bookings through the website, which continues to use the foundation
builtduring my tenure.

Education
Microverse
Microverse Software Development Program, Computer Software Engineering
Feb 2022 - Jan 2023
Mentored junior web developers, and providing technical support through code reviews
Utilized cross-browser and legacy-supported JavaScript, mobile first and responsive CSS, and semantic
HTML
Coordinated with marketing team to provide tools that better support their efforts & simultaneously
reduce developer reliance
Collaborated with other developers to continually share best-practices, approaches, philosophies, and
lessons-learned

Yaba College of Technology, Yaba, Lagos
Higher National Diploma, Computer Science
2018 - 2021

Licenses & Certifications
master in react & redux - Microverse
https://www.credential.net/a74900cf-04f6-4e03-a186-7fc6cbb6ce76

Certified Internet Webmaster JavaScript Specialist - Microverse
https://www.credential.net/600d5027-aadb-40f3-a9ac-2964ee192a4e

Skills
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Web Development   •   React Native   •   React.js   •   Reactive Programming   •   styled-components   •  
Kubernetes   •   Tailwind CSS   •   Node.js   •   Communication   •   DevOps
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